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Abstract. In this paper we describe an mpiJava extension that imple-
ments a parallel checkpointing/recovery service. This checkpointing/re-
covery facility is transparent to applications, i.e. no instrumentation is
needed. We use a distributed approach for taking the checkpoints, which
means that the processes take their local checkpoints independently. This
approach reduces communication between processes and there is not need
for a central server for checkpoint storage. We present some experiments
which suggest that the benefits of this extended MPI functionality do
not have a significant performance penalty as a side effect, apart from
the well-known penalties related to the local checkpoint generation.

1 Introduction

Parallel checkpointing algorithms are important in parallel environments where
long-term parallel processes are executed. These algorithms can be classified into
two main groups:coordinated and uncoordinated, according to the approach used
to coordinate the capture of local checkpoints [1], i.e. the state of single nodes.
In the coordinated approach, it is necessary to synchronize all processes in order
to produce a consistent (normally centralized) global checkpoint. In the uncoor-
dinated approach, the processes take their local checkpoints independently. As
a consequence, some of the checkpoints may not belong to any consistent global
checkpoint. In order to reduce the number of useless checkpoints, the processes
may exchange information about their checkpointing activities. This informa-
tion is mainly piggy-backed on the messages sent between processes. Under this
scheme, processes can take forced checkpoints to avoid orphan messages, and log
in-transit messages. The algorithms based on communication-induced protocols
are called quasi-synchronous [2].

In a previous work [3], we proposed a distributed checkpointing protocol as a
combination of the protocols described in [4] and [5]. The protocol described in [4]
logs in-transit messages in order to be able to re-send them during the recovery
process. On the other hand, the protocol described in [5], focuses on avoiding
orphan messages by taking checkpoints that have not been scheduled previously
(forced checkpoints) based on a communication-induced checkpointing protocol.
Those protocols provide fault-tolerance in asynchronous systems, and assume
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that each ordered pair of processes is connected by a reliable, directed logical
channel whose transmission delays are unpredictable but finite.

In this paper we describe an extension to the mpiJava functionality that
implements the combined checkpointing protocol. This quasi-synchronous pro-
tocol was implemented on the JNI wrappers, at each point-to-point communica-
tion method (send/receive), without changing the mpiJava API. It means that
checkpointing and recovery facilities are transparent to applications. That is, the
extended mpiJava is used without making any changes to the application code.
Additionally, we present a case study in which we implement this algorithm.
We show the results of some experiments that suggest that the benefits of this
extended MPI functionality does not imply a significant performance penalty.

There are several works that implement parallel checkpointing/recovery or
migration schemes in combination with communication libraries such as PVM
and MPI. Most of these proposals use a coordinated approach [6–9]. MPICH-
V2 [10] is a fault tolerant MPICH version that implements an uncoordinated
protocol. However, a centralized checkpoint server is used to control logging
messages. The algorithm we implemented does not need a centralized component
because each node decides independently whether a forced checkpoint is needed.

2 Extended mpiJava

We have extended mpiJava functionality to include the control information
needed to decide when forced checkpoints have to be taken and when to log
messages. We added procedures “send protocol” and “receive protocol” (related
to the combined protocol) at each point-to-point communication method with-
out changing their interfaces. It means that the extended mpiJava preserves the
same mpiJava API. Specifically, “send protocol” and “receive protocol” were
added at Comm package, where all point-to-point communication methods are
defined. We implemented a new package called Ckpt to define and manage data
structures of the combined protocol (see Figure 1). In this package there are two
important procedures, initialize and take checkpoint, which are described
below.
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Fig. 1. Principal classes of the extended mpiJava
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The initialize procedure is executed before any “send” or “receive”. It
initializes the data structures used by the checkpointing protocol. This procedure
is called by MPI.Init, which is the first mpiJava method invoked by each process.

The take checkpoint procedure takes the checkpoints, either normal or
forced. It first increases the checkpoint number corresponding to the current
process (its logical clock). Then, for each message, it checks whether the mes-
sage is not an in-transit one, in which case the message is suppressed from the
message log. Finally, the current state should be saved. A copy of the checkpoint
number array and a copy of the log are also saved in stable storage.

The mpiJava send procedure is the wrapper of mpi send routine. The “send pro-
tocol” registers the event “send” and executes the actual mpi send routine. The
current message is logged in the v log, while procedure take checkpoint, as ex-
plained above, identifies the messages that may become in-transit during recov-
ery.

Procedure mpiJava send(m, dest rank)
known received[dest rank][dest rank] := +1;
sent to[dest rank] := true;
append (m, known received[dest rank][dest rank], dest rank) to v log

// Send message m to process dest rank

actual mpi send(m, dest rank, greater, ckpt, taken, known received);
end procedure

The mpiJava receive procedure is the wrapper of the mpi receive routine.
The “receive protocol” executes the actual mpi receive routine and takes forced
checkpoints (if necessary) to avoid orphan messages during a potential recov-
ery. ckpt[source rank] is the logical clock of process with rank= source rank

when message m was sent. This procedure is more complex because it actually
checks the control information and has to consider several cases. A detailed de-
scription of this procedure follows:

Procedure mpiJava receive (m, source rank)
// Receives message m from process source rank

actual mpi receive(source rank, m, r greater, r ckpt, r taken, r known received);
// Evaluating control information to avoid orphan messages
if (∃ rank : (sent to[rank] ∧ r greater[rank]) ∧ (ckpt[source rank] > ckpt[my rank]) ∨

(r ckpt[my rank] = ckpt[my rank] ∧ r taken[my rank]))
then take checkpoint // forced checkpoint

end if
switch

case ckpt[source rank] > ckpt[my rank] do
ckpt[my rank] := ckpt[source rank]; greater[my rank] := false;
forall rank 6= my rank do greater[rank] := r greater[rank] end do;

end case
case ckpt[source rank] = ckpt[my rank] do

forall rank do greater[rank] := greater[rank] ∧ r greater[rank] end do;
end case
// case ckpt[source rank] < ckpt[my rank] do nothing

end switch;
forall rank 6= my rank do

switch
case r ckpt[rank] > ckpt[rank] then

ckpt[rank] := r ckpt[rank]; taken[rank] := r taken[rank];
end case
case r ckpt[rank] = ckpt[rank] then

taken[rank] := taken[rank] ∨ r taken[rank]
end case
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// case r ckpt[rank] < ckpt[rank] do nothing
end switch;

end do;
JNI deliver(m); // gives message m to the application
known received[my rank, source rank] := known received[my rank, source rank] + 1;
forall (rank x, rank y) do known received[rank x, rank y] :=

max(known received[rank x, rank y], r known received[rank x, rank y]);
end do
end procedure

We added a new method named InitAndRecoverNative at the MPI package,
which should be called during the recovery process. InitAndRecoverNative is
similar to InitNative except that the first one calls method ReadCheckpoint,
which is in charge of re-sending all in-transit messages stored in checkpoint files.
Method ReadCheckpoint is part of the package Ckpt.

3 A Case Study: Checkpointing Service on a Java-based

Grid Platform

In this section we describe the checkpointing service implemented on suma/g1 [11],
a distributed platform that transparently executes both sequential and paral-
lel Java programs on remote machines. It extends the Java execution model
to be used on Globus-based grid platforms. The Execution Agents of suma/g
are JVMs that can be deployed in Globus worker nodes. These agents provide
checkpointing services by using an extended JVM that is able to capture lo-
cal checkpoints (currently, we use the extended JVM described in [12]). There
are two key components: SUMAgCkpMonitor and SUMAgRecover. The Execution
Agent starts the application, as well as the SUMAgClassloader and the thread
SUMAgCkpMonitor in the extended JVM. If a fault occurs, the SUMAgRecover

is invoked for restoring the application execution from its last consistent global
checkpoint.

Figure 2 shows the interactions between SUMAgCkptMonitorand the extended
mpiJava wrappers in a node. This scheme is followed for all processes of the par-
allel application. SUMAgCkpMonitor periodically takes checkpoint, in an asyn-
chronous way (step 1 in figure 2). Every time an asynchronous checkpoint is
taken, SUMAgCkptMonitor calls method take checkpoint to update and save
control information (steps 2 and 3).

For each “send” or “receive” communication call executed by the applica-
tion (step 4), the extended mpiJava wrappers update the control information
(i.e, data structures used by the combined checkpointing protocol), as shown
in step 5 in figure 2. In case of a “receive” call, the receive protocol decides
if a forced checkpoint is needed in order to avoid orphan messages (step 6). In
this case, take checkpoint method saves the control information and the state
of application threads. To save state of application threads it is necessary to
make an upcall to SUMAgCkpMonitor (steps 7 and 8). After send protocol or
receive protocol is executed, the actual mpi send or mpi receive routine is
executed (step 9).

1 http://suma.ldc.usb.ve
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3.1 SUMA/G Recovery process

If a failure occurs in the platform while an application is running, an excep-
tion is caught by the SUMAg Proxy. suma/g launches the recovery algorithm
described in [3] which determines the last consistent global checkpoint (step 1
in Figure 3). When a new execution platform is identified, a recovery process
is initiated on each node of the parallel application. A SUMAgRecover thread
is initiated on each node, one per process in the parallel application (step 2).
Each SUMAgRecover reads the state of threads from checkpoint files and restores
threads execution (step 3), executes method InitAndRecoverNative (step 4)
to re-start MPI and re-send all in-transit messages (step 5). Eventually, each
process will receive corresponding in-transit messages (step 6) and the execution
will continue normally.

4 Experimental Results

We evaluated the overhead produced by the extended mpiJava wrappers on
two parallel programs. We used a modest platform to make the measurements,
specifically several small clusters of 143 MHz SUN Ultra 1 workstations running
Solaris 7, with 64 MB Ram, connected through a 10Mbps switched Ethernet
LAN. The first program, called “Pi Number”, is simple and calculates π. The
processes keep the set of digits obtained during the execution, so the check-
point size increases during the execution. The second program is a kernel of a
real application, called “Acoustic Par”, which solves an acoustic wave propaga-
tion model on a homogeneous, two dimensional medium. Its checkpoint size is
constant during the execution.

We measured the total execution time invoking (Tckp) and without invoking
(Tnockp) the checkpointing service. The net checkpointing overhead and check-
pointing overhead percentage are given by Ockp and O%ckp.
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Ockp = (Tckp − Tnockp) O%ckp =
(Tckp−Tnockp)

Tnockp
∗ 100

In table 1 each row represents a single execution. The checkpoints were taken
every 2 minutes. The overhead (O%ckp) exhibited when the checkpoint service
is active increases with the number of processors. This is mainly due to the
checkpoint calls and the distributed checkpointing protocol. Note that the Tnockp

for the “Pi Number” application increases as the number of processes increases.
This is due to the fact that all processes roughly carry out the same amount of
work, regardless of the number of processes. Even though this is not a typical
parallel program, this example can help measure the checkpointing overhead.
On the other hand, the execution time of “Acoustic Par” reduces as the number
of processors is increased.

In these experiments the higher checkpointing overhead is 6.11%. However,
we have measured how much of that overhead is due to the extended mpiJava.
Tables 2 and 3 show the measurements taken from the master node P0 of each
application. TThrMonitor is the time taken by SUMAgCkpMonitor to save the state
of the threads by calling extended JVM facilities. Tsave(Fgeneral) is the time, also
taken by SUMAgCkpMonitor, spent on saving the checkpoint information (such
as number of threads, name of main thread, thread names, etc.). The time to
save the control information is Tactmpijava, while Tsave(Mintransit) represents
the total time to log all in-transit messages in stable storage. Tsend and Treceive

represent the accumulated time of “send protocol” and “receive protocol” pro-
cedures respectively during the execution. Table 2 also shows the average size of
in-transit messages (Mintransit) and total number of sent (Msent) and received
(Mreceived) messages. In case of ”PI number”, P0 does not send any message,
thus we show Tsend in Pi 6= P0 only as a reference. The total overhead of extended
mpiJava wrappers is denoted as OmpiJavaExt and is calculated as follows:

OmpiJavaExt = Tactmpijava + Tsave(Mintransit) + Tsend + Treceive
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App name # of proc Tnockp(1) Tckp(2) Checkpoints Ockp O%ckp

# min size (KB) max size (KB) (min)

2 6.74 m 7.1 m 3 1 131 0.36 5.1%
Pi Number 4 7.31 m 7.77 m 3 1 139 0.48 5.92%

6 7.68 m 8.18 m 4 1 142 0.5 6.11%
2 5.45 m 5.51 m 2 1 1 0.06 1.1%

Acoustic Par 4 3.56 m 3.65 m 2 1 1 0.09 2.47%
8 2.64 m 2.71 m 2 1 1 0.07 2.58%

Table 1. Total execution time for the parallel programs

Last column of table 3 shows OmpiJavaExt and its percent from total check-
pointing overhead (Ockp). Note that the overhead of the extended mpiJava only
represents 15%.

App name # of # of TT hrMonitor Tsave Tactmpijava Mintransit Tsave(Mintransit)
proc. ckpts (Fgeneral)

2 3 274 msec 42 msec 3 msec 220B 40 msec
Pi Number 4 3 392 msec 42 msec 3 msec 255B 42 msec

6 4 405 msec 42 msec 4 msec 410B 45 msec
2 43 msec

Acoustic Par 4 2 73 msec 8 msec 2 msec 3KB 7 msec
8 54 msec

Table 2. Overhead of Extended mpiJava taken from master node (P0)

App name # of Msent Tsend Mreceived Treceive Ockp OmpiJavaExt

proc. (O%mpiJavaExt)

2 0.8 msec 2000 1.5 msec 360 sec 44.5 sec (12%)
Pi Number 4 0 (on Pi 6= P0) 4000 2.9 msec 480 sec 47.9 sec (10%)

6 6000 4.6 msec 500 sec 53.6 sec (11%)
2 140 0.01 msec 102 0.07 msec 60 sec 9.08 sec (15%)

Acoustic Par 4 280 0.08 msec 204 0.15 msec 90 sec 9.23 sec (10%)
8 350 0.08 msec 274 0.09 msec 70 sec 9.17 sec (13%)

Table 3. Overhead of Extended mpiJava taken from master node (P0) (cont)

5 Conclusions

We present an implementation of an uncoordinated checkpointing/recovery pro-
tocol on mpiJava. The implemented checkpointing/recovery facility is transpar-
ent to applications. We use a distributed approach for taking the checkpoints,
which means that the processes take their local checkpoints independently. This
approach reduces communication between processes and a central server for
checkpoint storage is not needed. This checkpointing/recovery facility does not
need any instrumentation of the source code but it needs an extended JVM for
local checkpoint generation.

We have tested this extended mpiJava functionality and the results suggest
that this approach does not involve a significant performance overhead, especially
when compared with the overhead of taking the local checkpoints. However,
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experiments with big parallel applications are important to corroborate these
results. We expect more parallel mpiJava applications to become available in
the public domain for continuing to test the checkpointing facility presented. In
the future we are going to implement this facility on the rest of the mpiJava

functions, such as the broadcast.
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